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“MOVING WAVES”
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AND YOU'RE STILL IN COMPOSITION?

TION?

WE ARE STILL REPEATING THE WORD IT HAS TAUGHT US IT MOVES OUR WHOLE BEING TO EXSTATIC WAVES WHY

do you all become EXCITED AND

rii.

a tempo
THEN ALL CALM TOGETHER? BECAUSE BE-

(H BASS)

HIND OUR INDIVIDUAL ACTION THERE IS

ONE IMPULSE WORKING BECAUSE BE-

HIND OUR INDIVIDUAL ACTION THERE IS
ONE
IM - PULSE
WORKING
RI - SING WAVES......

WHAT MO - TIVE IS BEHIND YOUR

IM - PULSE? WHAT MO - TIVE IS BEHIND YOUR

IM - PULSE? THE DE - SIRE TO REACH UP - WARDS!!
ROUND GOES THE GOSSIP
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Thijs van Leer
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CARNIVAL FUGUE
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ANSWERS? QUESTIONS! QUESTIONS? ANSWERS!
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Jan Akkerman &
Bert Ruiter
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